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Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are approaching the nanoscale, which ultimately
implies that the mechanical motion needs to be treated quantum mechanically. An example is
the experiment by Park et al. [I], where a C60-molecule is placed between a metallic substrate
and an STM-tip. The measured IV-curves display features that can be related to the mechanical
vibrations of the molecule. Already earlier it was suggested theoretically [2] that a nanoscopic
movable metallic grain, when operated in the Coulomb blockade regime, can move charges oneby-one between source and drain contacts. This orderly transport was coined the shuttle regime.
In recent years our group has developed theoretical methods to analyze the shuttle transition in
the quantum regime [3], focusing not only in the IV-curve, but also considering noise, which is
an important diagnostic tool in unraveling the microscopic transport mechanisms.

Our theoretical analysis is based on a numerical solution of a generalized master equation (GME)
for the density matrix. This equation is obtained by tracing the Liouville equation over the bath
degrees of freedom (i.e., the free fermions of the electronic contacts, and the damping of the
mechanical degree of freedom due to a bosonic environment). The GME is still an operator
equation for the electronic degrees of the movable nanoscopic object, as well as the quantized
motion. It can be cast in a matrix form by using the eigenmodes of the quantized motion as a
basis. For physical values of the parameters the resulting matrix equations are large and
nonsparse, characteristically of the size 104x 1 04,and advanced numerical methods are necessary.
We have used the Amoldi iteration scheme to reformulate the large matrix problem in terms of a
smaller system in an appropriate Krylov subspace. Typically, matrices of modest dimensions are
needed, and no supercomputing is necessary. An appropriate preconditioning, however, was
absolutely crucial for convergence. The calculation for the steady state current involves a
homogeneous equation, while the noise calculation requires the solution of an inhomogeneous
equation (where the result of the current calculation is used as an input), however the solution
can be achieved conveniently with the generalized minimum residual method, available in
MATLAB. The final results can be interpreted physically with the help of the Wigner functions
(an example is shown in the attached figure), which allows one to distinguish between different
transport mechanisms. Our main physical conclusions are: (i) For certain parameters, the system
may exhibit two different transport channels (sequential tunneling vs. shuttling), (ii) Shuttling is
a low noise phenomenon, and (iii) As the shuttling transition is approached, giant enhancements
of the noise may be present.
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Wigner function W, for the unoccupied state of the movable quantum dot. For the chosen
parameters transport through the dot exhibits two different mechanisms: (i) The symmetric
central peak reflects incoherent sequential tunneling, while (ii) The asymmetric ring indicates a
highly orderly transport, i.e., shuttling, where the dot is unoccupied when returning from the
drain contact, i.e., positive x and negative p. The Wigner function for the charged shuttle W I ~
would show a complementary behavior, i.e., large values for negative x and positive p.
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